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The multiplicator M(G) of an arbitrary group G can be defined as 
R nF’/[R, F], where F/R is a presentation for G. In this paper a technique 
introduced in [4] is used to establish the followmg two results. 
THEOREM 1.7. If G is a splitting extension of A by B, then M(B) is a 
direct factor of M(G). 
TIIEORBM 3.9. M(A) x M(B) is a direct factor of M(Awr,B), wkere 
Awr,B zs the V-verbal wreath product of A by B. 
In addition, a representing group is constructed for Awr,B. 
The first theorem has been proved independently by Tahara [8], and 
Blackburn [l] has established the second for the case of the ordinary wreath 
product Awr B. Our technique consists of starting with presentations 
FJR, and F,IRR, for A and B and constructing a presentation F/R for G 
(or Awr,B), where F = Fl * F2 . We then attempt to express R n F’/[R, F] 
in terms of RI n Fl’/[R1 , FJ and R, n F2’/[Rz , FJ. This provides a non- 
homological alternative to the proof in [S] and considerably shortens the 
proof of [l]. 
Observe that Theorem 3.9 is partly covered by Theorem 1.7 since AwrvB 
is a splitting extension of a certain group by B. 
The notatron is the same as in [4]. 
1. GENERAL TREATMENT OF THE MULTIPLICATOR OF A SPLITTING EXTENSION 
DEFINITION 1.1. G is a splitting extension (semidirect product) of the 
group A by the group B if 
(i) G is generated by A and B (or isomorphic copies of them), 
(II) A is normal in G, 
(iii) A n B = B. 
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Since A is normal in G, the maps b6: a -+ ub, a E A, for each b E B, are 
automorphisms and they induce a homomorphism 0: B -+ Aut A called the 
action of B on A. G is determmed up to isomorphism by B and is therefore 
called the splitting extension of A by B under 0. Note that every element 
of G is uniquely of the form ab, a E A, b E B. 
We start by stating, without proof, a couple of elementary results on 
splitting extensions. 
(1.2). Suppose G zs the splitting extension of A by B zmder 6’ and G is the 
splittitig extension of 2 by B under 8. If a: A -+ 2 and p: I3 -+ i!? are 
epimorphisms such that 
(a( = (m)(b/3@ for aZZ u E A, b E B; 
then the map 
is an epimorphism of G extending 01 and /3. 
(1.3). Suppose G is the splitting extension of A by B under 0. If N k a 
subgroup of A whzch is normal in G, then G/N is the splitting extension of A/N 
by B under the action, 
(aN)b = (&)N, aEA, bEB. 
Proposition (1.3) can be used to find a presentation for G. 
LEMMA 1.4. Suppose G is a splitting extension of A by B under t? GGd 
FJR, and FJR, are presentations for A and B, respective&; then F/R is a 
presentation for G, where 
(i) F=F,*F,; 
(ii) R = RIFRzFSF; 
(iii> S = sgp(f8Xf2 , fil I fi y fi E Fl ; fi E F, ; .h = (f14(f2+%; 
(iv) vl and u2 are the epimorphisms from Fl , F, onto A, B. 
Proof. Let $J be the natural homomorphism from F to A * B induced by 
or and v, , and #J be the natural homomorphism from A * I3 onto G induced 
by the identity maps on A and B. The kernel of $ equals RIFRsF by [4? 
Lemma 2.1(i)] so that R = ker $4 if (SF)+ = ker$. 
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Now, put T = (SF)+. If a =t: f& , b = f2vz , and J1 E Fl such that flvl = 
ff(~e), then 
This implies that T$, = E and hence T is a subgroup of ker +. 
To prove the converse we consider A * BIT. Note that T is a subgroup 
of A[A, B] since S/J is clearly a subgroup of A[A, B] and the latter is normal 
in A * B. In particular, AT/T is a subgroup of A[A, B]JT. But, given CL E A, 
bEB, 
P, aIT = (P, 4(4&W, 4Y)T 
= ((a(&?))-b)T 
so that [A, BIT/T is a subgroup of AT/T. It follows that AT/T = A[A, BJIT. 
The free product A * B is a splittmg extension of A[A, B] by B which 
implies by (1.3) that A t B/T is a sphtting extension of A[A, B]/T by 3. 
The action of B on A[A, B]/T (=AT/T) is given by 
(uT)~ = (aa)T 
= (a& a]-l)T 
An application of (1.2) to A * BIT, with p equal to the identity on l3 and at 
equa1 to the isomorphism UT++ a, shows that A * B/T is isomorphic to G 
under the map T: (~T)~ F+ ab. The diagram 
commutes by (1.3), where 0 is the canonical homomorphism. Therefore 
ker 4 = ker OT 
= T 
= (SF)+ as required. 
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The next two propositions put R = RIFRsFSF into a suitable form for 
calculating R A F’/[R, F’j. 
(1.5). R, and [R, , FJ are subgroups of S. 
Proof. (i) If Y, E R, then r,y = 1 and hence (rpl)(fzv&) = 11 for each 
fa EF, _ It follows that rl = l-%Jfi , l] is an element of S. 
(ii) If r2 E R, then y2va = 1 is the identity automorphlsm under 6 
Therefore [~a , fJ = f;'fl[r2 , fl] is in S. 
(1.6). (i) R = R,SF. 
(li) R n P’ = (R, I-I FZ’9(SF n F’). 
(4 I& Fl = [R, , F&‘R, , FJ[S, Fl. 
PYOOf. (Q R = RzFRIFSF 
= R,VF by (1.59. 
= RJR,, F,]“SF by 14, Lemma 2 2]- 
= R,SF by (1.5). 
(ii) R n F’ = R,SF n F,%,‘[F,, FJ by (i) and [4, (1.5)] ; 
= (R, n Fi)(SF n F,‘[F,, Fa]) smce F is a splitdng 
extension of FJF,, F2] 
by Fa and SF < 
= (R, (\ F;)(SF n F’). FdF,> F& 
(111) [R, F] = [RR,SF, F] 
= [R, , FllS? Fl by [2, Lemma 4.31; 
= IFa JWV’JF [S:s, ?I by L4, (1.3)]; 
= U-h FsW.a F&Is, Fl since C[% FJ, E3 < 
ES, F-J by (1.59. 
The first main result can now be proved. 
THEOREM 1.7. Suppose G is the splittzng extension of A by B wndev 8) 
then M(G) is isomorphic to 
M(B) x SF nF’I[R:R, , FJES, Fl, 
where F, Fl , R, , and S are as defkaed zn (1.4). 
Proof. (i) Let t and yl be the canomcal homomorphisms from F ontc 
F/[Rz , F$ and Fe onto F.$/([R2 , F,ltS, F])E, respectively. Then from (1.6) 
R n F’,/[R, F] = (R n F’) &j 
= (R, n F,‘) &(SF n F’) &p 
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Since R n F’/[R, F] IS abelian, we only need to show that (R, n F,‘) & and 
(SF n F’) & intersect trivially for R n F’/[R, FJ to be their direct product. 
Now Ff = Fl * (F,/[R, , FJ) by [4, Lemma 2.1(i)]. Also the kernel, 
Wz > F,l[S FI% o v is normal rn FE and contained in F,f[F,[, F&j. f 
This imphes, from (1 3), that F& is a splitting extension of F,~~[F,~~, F&q] 
by F& In particular, 
(ii) The kernel of & is [RR,, F,][Rg , F,][S, F]. Now [Rz , FJ and 
R, n F,’ are contained in F, and [R, , F,][S, F] is contained m F,[F, , FJ. 
Thus R, nF, intersects ker fv in [R, , F,] and (R, n F,‘) & N 
R, n F2’/[RR2 , FJ = M(B). Similarly, SF n F’ intersects ker & in 
[R, , FJ[S, F] and (SF n F’) 67 N_ SF n F’/[R2 , F,][S, F]. 
It might appear that the main result of [4] on the multiplicator of a regular 
product could best be arrived at as a consequence of Theorem 1.7. (If K is a 
regular product of A and B then, by definitionit is splitting extensron of A 
by B[A, B] and B by ALA, B].) But this would only yield a result for the 
regular product of a pazr of groups. An extension to the case of a regular 
product of an arbitrary family of groups, whrch IS dealt wrth in [4], would 
be extremely difficult. 
2. THE COMPLEMENTARY FACTOR OF M(B) IN M(G) 
The problem of finding M(G) now boils down to findmg the structure 
of the abelian group SF n F’/[R$ , F,][S, F]. Denote this group by s. 
The followmg elementary lemma appears in [3] as (1.3.20). Suppose that 
P is a group and that A is a subgroup of P. 
LEMMA 2.1. If C and c are normal subgroups of A and 4 and $ are homo- 
morphisms on P such that (A n ker +)C = (A n ker &c, then the map 
(a#> C+ ++ (49 % a E A, is an zoomorphism of A+/C# and A&c$. 
It can be used to show that 
THEOREM 2 2 S is isomorphic to TK n K’/[T, K], where K = Fl I B, 
and 
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Proof Let 6 be the natural homomorphism from F onto K induced by 
va and the identity on Fl . If b = faxa and jrvr =: jr~r(@), then 
Thus S6 = T and hence [S, PI6 = [T, K]. Suppose we could show tbat 
(SF n F’)6 = XK n K’; then 
TX n K’/[T, K] 
= (SF n F’) S/[S, F]S 
N SF n F’/[&. , FI] [S, F] 
((SF n F’) n ker S)[S, F] 
= (SF nF’ n RtF)[S, F] 
by Lemma 2.1, since 
= (SF n F’ n RJR,, FJF)[S, F] by [4, Lemma 2.21; 
= (SF n P’ n [R, , FJF)[S, F] since SF < Fl[FI. , F,]; 
= [tpz , &IF CS, PI by (1.5); 
= L&z > &I[% Fl since [[RB , F,], F] < [S, F’& 
That is, TK n K’/[T, K] N S. 
To complete the proof it has to be shown that (SF nP’)6 is mdeed equal 
to TK n K’. Clearly (SF n F’)S is a subgroup of XK n K’ (=SF6 n 8’8). 
Conversely if u E F n K’ then there exist x E SF, y EF’ such that x8 = 
u = y8. Now yx-l E ker 8 = RzF. Therefore y E RzFSF = R. But y E F” so 
that y E R n 3” = (A, n F,‘)(SF n F’). This implies that u = yS E (SF R 3”)s 
since (R, n F,‘)S = E. That is, TK n K’ 1s contained in (SF n I”)& 
Theorem 2.2 provides a considerable srmpliication of S and relates its 
structure more closely to that of B. But how does S depend on the structure 
of A? If we identify S with XK n K’I[T, K] then it contains 
(RI nF,‘)ET KIIK Kl since Rx is a subgroup of T by (1.5). Moreover 
[R, , Fl] is in [X, K] so that (RI n Fl’)[T, KJ/[T, Kf is a homomorphic i&age 
of Jwu 
(2.3). The quotient of S by (Rl n Fl’)[T, KJ[T, KJ is womorphic to 
UC n C’j[U, C], where C = A * B and U = sgp(a”(a(b5))[b, a] / a E A, 
beB). 
Prooj. Let E be the natural homomorphism from K to C induced by V~ 
and the identity on B. The image of X under 5 is U. This time, ker 6 = R,ff 
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is a subgroup of TK so that ( TK A K’)f = UC n C’ immediately. Lemma 2.1 
implies that 
since 
UC n c’/[U, C] = (TK n K’) t/[T, K]f 
N F n K’I(R, n F,‘)[T, K] 
(TK n K’ n ker .$T, K] = ( TK n K’ n RIK)[T, K] 
= (K’ n RIK)[T, K] since R, ,< T, 
= W’ n RJR,, BIK)K Kl 
= (Rl nF,‘)[R, , BIK P”, Kl 
= (Ii1 n F,‘)[T, K]. 
Thus, 
TK n K’i[T, K] 
CT’ n “‘[” ‘I N (Ii1 n F,‘)[T, K]/[T, K] * 
If M(A) = E then (Rl n F,‘)[T, K]/[T, K] = E 
COROLLARY. If M(A) = E then s N UC n C’/[U, C]. 
Not much more can be said in general about 3. Obviously there is 
insufficient information to construct a representing pair (see Sect. 4) for 
finite G in the style of [4, Theorem 3.11 However, it is possible to establish 
the existence of a representing group which is a splitting extension of a group 
L by a representing group for B. L 1s not a representing group for A but it 
contains s as a central subgroup and their quotient is isomorphic to A (see 
[3, pp. 73-751). 
3. THE MULTIPLICATOR OF A VERBAL WREATH PRODUCT 
We restate the first part of [4, Sect. 41 with some minor notational changes. 
Given arbitrary groups A and B, let A, be an isomorphic copy of A for 
each b E B and denote by ab the element of A, mapped to a E A. The V-verbal 
product G, = I-I,‘,, A,, corresponding to a set of words V is defined to be 
the quotient C/C,, where C = n,“,, A, and C, = V(C) n [Abe]. The 
map a, F+ ab6’ for all a E A, b E B and for fixed b’ E B mduces automorphrsms 
6’8, and 6’8, of C and GV, respectively. It is easily checked that Q* : B -+ 
Aut C and 19~ : B + Aut G, are monomorphisms. 
DEFINITION 3.1. The free wreath product Awr,B of A by B is the 
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sphttmg extension. of C by B under 8, . Simslarly, the V-verbal wreath 
product of A by B 1s the splitting extensron of G, by B under 0,. 
Theorem I 7 shows that ~(Awr~B) 1s of the form M(B) x s, It is possible 
to prove due&y that thrs S IS lsomorphlc to M(A) x CV/[CF, Awr,B] but 
the argument IS extremely long and comphcated. It is simpler to start wrth 
presentations for R and B rather than for G, and B as imphed by the use of 
Theorem 1 7 
Note that the natural eprmorphrsm from A * B onto Awr,B mduced by 
the identity on B and the rsomorphism of A and A, is also an rsomorphrsm [4]. 
It is a trivral extension of [S, Theorem 3.51 to show: 
LEMMA 3.2. Suppose that 5 zs an ordered set, A, a group for euch X E: I, 
and 4 a homomorphism from P = jJ,*,, Ah to P. Then (V(P) n [Af])+ = 
V(P# n [A,,f@J when either 
~~~~~A 3.3. &ppose Fl/Rl and F~~~~ are p~e~~tati~ for A aad B. 
~~ F/R 2s a ~~~sen~a~a~ for Awr,B, cohere 
(i) F =I;; *F,; 
(ii) R = R,SB ; 
(in) S, = [R, , FJRRIFR, , 
(iv) Rv = V(W) n [(F?)“] wzth N = Fp (that is, Fl”) and [(Ffi)y = 
sgp(k Y] I x E (Fl”)N: Y f (&“Y; u, v E Fz) zn accordance with the aotatim 
of PI. 
Proof. The group GY is defined to be C/C,. Since C, is invarnmt under 
be, , b E B, C, is normal in Awr,B and (1.3) shows that Awr,B/Cr, is the 
splitting extension of GV by B under the action 
which implies that A~~B~C~ = Awr,B. 
Let rjV be the canonical homomo~hism from Awr,B onto Awry& $ be 
the natural homomorp~sm from FX jrr F, onto A * B and w the i~mo~~srn 
from A * B to Awr,B. 
F,~F$--+A+-BB Awr,B % AwrVB. 
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The kernel of # is RzFR,F = R,[R, , Fi]FRiF by [4, Lemmas 2.1, 2.21 But, 
R&u = (V(D) n [(A”J”])w by Lemma 3.2(ii), where D = AB; 
=C V by Lemma 3.2(i); 
= ker & 
Thus R = RJR2 , FJF RIFRv is the kernel of z,&&, . 
Compare the statements of Lemmas 1.4 and 3.3. Proposition (1.6) and 
Theorem 1.7 are based on Lemma 1.4. The proofs do not depend on the 
actual generators of S but only on the facts that SF is contained in F,[F, , FJ 
and that RIF and [R, , FJF are contained in SF. S, also has these properties. 
We may therefore restate Theorem 1.7 in the present context as follows. 
(3.4). M(Awr,B) is isomorphic to M(B) x Sv n P’/[R2 , F,][S, , F’J. 
Similarly putting TV = S,S, where 6 is the natural homomorphism from 
F onto K = Fl t B enables us to restate Theorem 2.2 as 
(3.5). sv n F’/[Rz 7 41[&, Fl is isomorphic to TV n x’/[T, , Kj. 
TV n K’/[Tv , K] can be expressed as the required direct product with 
the aid of a lemma on free products with amalgamation. 
DEFINITION 3.6. (i) G is a product of the groups A, , h E 1, amalgamating 
D if the A, generate G and An n A, = D, X # p. 
(ii) G is a free product of the A, , X E I, amalgamating D if 
(a) G satisfies condition (1) 
(b) when & : A, --+ AA is an isomorphism and G is a product of the 
AA amalgamatmg a in such a way that D$,, = D and d+, = d+, , d E D; 
;\, p EI; then there exists a homomorphism of G onto G extending the +n . 
(in) G is a central product of the A, , X E 1, amalgamating D if G satisfies 
(i)and[A,,A,] =E,;\,peI;A#p. 
Suppose we are given the groups A, , X E I, each with a subgroup D, such 
that there exists a group D with isomorphisms S,, : D, -+ D. Neumann 
[7, p. 5271, proves, by identifying dh with dnSn , that it is always possible to 
construct a free product of the A, amalgamating D. It is straightforward to 
show that this group is isomorphic to the quotient of the (absolutely) free 
product of the A, by the normal closure of the elements (dhS,S;l)d;l, dn E Dh ; 
h, p ~1. By the same token, the central product of the A, amalgamating D 
under the 6, exists if and only if each D, IS central in A, , [7, p. 5341. 
LEMMA 3.7. Suppose G is the free product of the A,, , X EI amalgamatmg 
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the subgroups DA under the isomorphism 6, : D, -+ D. If D, is central in A, for 
each X f I, then A,, intersects [Au7 trivially. 
Proof. Let v be the natural homomorphism from G onto the central 
product of the A, amalgamating D under the 8, . Theorem 4.6 in [9] shows 
that ker v = [AAG]. But ker v n A, = E by constructron of Y 
(3.8). (I) TV n K’ = (RI nF,‘)[II, , B]K K, ; 
(ii) [TV, K] = [RI, F,I[R, , BIK [IX,, K], where K = .Fl * 3, 
K, = V(J) n [(F,b)J] and J = FIB. 
Proof. By definition, 
T, = S,S 
= (R,KR,)S 
= R,KK, 
since [Rz , F,]* < ker 6; 
by Lemma 3.2(ii). 
Hence, 
TV n K’ = (RJR, , ICjKV) n K 
= (Rl n JW[F, , -W [RI , KlfG 
= (RR, n F,‘)[Rl , F,I[R, , BIK K, by [4, Lemma 2.21; 
= CR, n WV4 , BIK KV 
and 
by [2, Lemma 4.31; 
The main theorem can now be developed. 
THEOREM 3.9. M(AwrVB) is isomorphic to 
M(A) x M(B) x G/[G, Awr&l, where C, = V(C) n [Abe]. 
Proof. The procedure is similar to Theorem 1.7. We express the canonical 
homomorphism +: K--P K&TV, K] as a product of three homomorphisms 
in order to prove that TV n K’/[TV , K-j is the direct product of (Rx n F,‘)# 
and K,+ which are then shown to be isomorphic to M(A) and C,/[C,,Awr,B], 
respectively. The theorem follows by (3.4) and (3 5). 
(i) Let E be the natural homomorphism from K onto (F,/[R, , FJ) * B 
481/44/2-8 
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and p, y be the canonical homomorphisms, p: .I&$ + KE/([Rl , BJK)E, q: 
asp -+ .Gp‘pIIKv ,1;=I &- Then 
Thus ker 4 = ker &:p71 and, if we identify K+ with K.$prt, 41 = .fpprl. 
Proposition (3.8) imphes that (TV n IQ5 = (RI n F,‘)d, A&#. Put X = 
Fr/[Rr , Fr]. Now suppose X;o intersects [(Z)r]p trivially where Y = Xs. 
Then (.& n F,‘) tp and K&p intersect trivially as subgroups of Xp and 
[(Xb)y]p, respectively. Furthermore, since ker 71 is a subgroup of K&p, 
(R, n F,‘)+ n I&b = E and (T, n KY)+ = (RI n F,‘)d, x K+p. 
(ii) We verify the above supposition that Xp n [(Xb)y]p = E as 
follows. The ~orno~h~rn between X * B and xwr,B shows that Y is the 
free product of its subgroups xb, 6 E B. Now ([RI , B]K)f is a subgroup of Y 
and [RR, .BIK = [I?, , B]l. By defimtlon, [R, , B] is generated by the elements 
[r, b] r E I?,, b E l3, so that ([Rx , B]“)e = sgp((r&-‘(rb)~ j I E R, , b E B)‘. 
The quotient Y/([R, , BIE)f is therefore the generalized free product of the 
Xb amalgamatmg the subgroups (RIbIf under the isomorphism rbf++rf, 
Y E R, . The required intersectlon is trivial by Lemma 3.7 since (.Rl~)~ is 
central in (&b)s. 
(iii) The mtersection of (R, n F,‘) & and ([R, , BJK [K, , K]) tp IS 
trivial by (i) and (Ii) since ([RI , B]K [K,KJ) & = [.Kv , Kj fp < K&p. 
Thus (R, n Ii;‘)5 n ([Rx , B]g [KY , KJ)5: is a subgroup of ker p = ([R,,B]“)c. 
But ([R, , B]K)t is a subgroup of [FJ, Bc] and this Cartesian intersects Flf 
trivially. It follows that (R, n F,‘)t n ([R, , B]“[Kv , K])E = E. But 
([RI, BIK [KY, K])t is the kernel of pi, so we have that (l-Z1 nF,‘)# is 
isomorphic to (I?, n F,‘)t = M(A). 
(iv) Let $ be the natural homomorhism from K = .FI * B onto A * B. 
We can use the argument of (2.3) to prove that the quotient of TynK‘/[Tv,K] 
(=(Tv n K’)+) and (R, R Fi)[Tv , kYj/[T, , K] is isomorphic to 
TV< n (R ;I; B)‘/[T”f, A * B]. But (T, n K’)$ = (RI n F,‘)$ x Kv+ SO that 
Kv+ ^J T& n (A * B)‘/[T&, A * BJ 
ru T,<w n (Awr,B)‘/[T,&, Awr.,B] since w: A * B -+ Awr,B 
is an isomorphism. 
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Finally, 
G& = W(~(J) f-l [(-GW>) &J where J = FIB, by (3.8); 
= VP) n Pvw by Lemma 3.2 and because 
= v> c RIK = ker 5 
and hence 
K& = G/[C,, Awr*Bl since C, < (Awr,B)‘. 
By definition, Awr,B = CB (C is normal) so that [C, , Awr,B] = 
G , GIL , Bl. In L41 we made a refinement (Corollary 4.4) of Theorem 3.9 
for the case where Awr,B IS the ordinary wreath product and A is abelian. 
Thus result, without the restriction that A be abelian, can be deduced from 
Theorem 3.9 in exactly the same way as Corollary 4.4 is obtained from 
[4, Theorem 4.31. 
Definition 3 1 constructs AwrvB using the right regular representation 
of B. This is a particular mstance of the situation where B acts as a permuta- 
tion group on a given set I and Awr,B is defined to be the splitting extension 
of G, = n,“,, A, (A, N A) by B under the action of B on Gy induced by 
the isomorphrsms A, -+ A,, . The above argument carries through, replacing 
the A, by the A, . 
When G = C/H is a regular product of the A, and H(b%,> = H, b E B, 
a splitting extension of G by B can be constructed to form a group srmilar 
to AwryB. Again the work of this section would need little mod&cation 
to show the multiplicator of this splitting extension to be M(A) x M(B) x 
HI [H, Awr * B] . 
4. CONSTRUCTION OF A REPRESENTING GROUP FOR AwrvB 
When A is a finite group, of all the pairs (L, &I> such that 
(i) L is finite, 
(ii> M 9 L’ n Z(L), 
(iii) L/M Iv A, 
there exrsts an L of maximal order called a representzng group for A. It is 
both necessary and sufficient that the M correspondmg to such an L be 
isomorphic to M(A) We call the pair (L, M) a representing paw when h, is a 
representing group. 
Given representing pairs (L, M) and (K, AJ) for A and B rt is fairly easy 
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to guess what a representing pair for Awr,B might look like. Let pb : L, --+ L 
be an isomorphism and let D be the free product of the& amalgamating M 
under the rsomorphisms pb : n/r, --+ M, where Mb = M&. By Definition 
3.6(n)(b), the p&$ induce an automorphrsm b’0 of D. Suppose that 6: 
K -+ B is the eprmorphism with kernel N and that U is the splittmg extension 
of D by K under the action 68: K + Aut D. Now D, = V(D) n [LbD] is 
left invariant by the x83, x E K, so that [Dv , U] is a subgroup of D, which 
is also invariant. Note that M n D, = E, by Lemma 3.7. Proposition (1.3) 
implies that J = U/[D, , v] is the splitting extension of G = D/[Dv , U] 
by K under the action BV : K -+ Aut G where x0,, restricted to L, , is 
/-w-&s, : Lb +GJh9 . (G is generated by the Lb smce L, n [D, , U] < 
L, n [LbD] = E, by Lemma 3.7.) 
THEOREM 4.1. Suppose AwrVB is jinzte and that (L, M) and (K, N) are 
representing paars for A and B. Then (J, Q) is a representzng pair for Awr,B, 
where J is as- defined above, Q = MNGv and G, = V(G) n [LbG]. 
Proof. Q is a subgroup of Z(J) n J’ by construction. The subgroup G, 
ofQ equals Dv/[Dv, U] by Lemma 3.2 and M n D, = E in D by Lemma 3.7 
so that M n G, = E in G. Thus, since J is a splitting extension of G by K, 
MNnG,=MnG,=E, 
MnNG,=MnG,=E, 
NnMG,<KnG=E. 
This implies that Q = M x N x G, and the result will follow by Theorem 
3 9 provided we can show that J/Q N Awr,B and G, CJ C,/[C, , Awr,B]. 
By construction, J/Q E ( U/[Dv, D])/(MND,/[D,, D]) N UIMND,. Now 
DIM = C = JJ,“,, A, , where A, = Lb/Mb and (1.3) implies that U/M 
is the splitting extension of C by K under 60, . Proposrtion (1.2) may be 
applied to show that (U/M)/N is the splitting extension of C by K/N under 
the action afN = ab(sa) , a E A, x G K. That is, U/MN is isomorphic to 
Awr,B. Therefore there exists an epimorphism 7 from U onto Awr,B with 
kernel MN. But Dyr = C, by Lemma 3.2(u) so that U/MND, is isomorphic 
to Awr,BIC, = Awr,B. 
Fmally, 
D,nker7=DynMN 
=D,nM 
= E 
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and hence, 
f-5 = 44?v r VI 
= DdPv, 747 by Lemma 2.1; 
= GlEG , AwrA by Lemma 3.2. 
Note that Awr,B IS not necessarily finite when A and B are finite. It is so 
when n,“,, Ab is a nilpotent product (Awr,B is finite rf and only if I-I& A, is 
firute) but not for certain soluble products (see [6, Corollary Q-4.11). The 
author is unaware of a general relationship having been established between 
the form of V and the finiteness of j&‘,, A,+ Moran translates the problem 
into a different form by proving that naGs A, IS finite d and only if 
IIlk bP711~B 4) is finite 
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